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How are football games remembered? Idioms of memory in modern football Tobias Werron, University of Bielefeld Conference "European Football and Collective Memory" Stuttgart, 2/22/2013 How are football games remembered? Which specific idioms of memory define the range of our imagination when thinking, talking and writing about football? As a sociological theorist, I am interested in these questions in order to make characteristics of modern football explicit that are often taken-for-granted in the empirical literature. In the parlance of the phenomenological tradition: My aim is to make the seemingly natural and self-evident schemes that constitute our imagination about football observable and intelligible. 
III. Conclusion: The ‚memorial culture' of football
The presentation is divided in two main parts and a brief conclusion:
The first part introduces a sociological concept of memory in modern competitive sports. Here, I start with a short sketch of my view of the main characteristics of modern competitive sports since the mid-to-late 19 th century, followed by remarks on basic functions, elements and operations of memory in modern sports.
On this basis, the second part presents a framework to analyse the ways in which football's memory is reproduced in the everyday coverage of football games. Here I distinguish four main idioms of memory, namely idioms of achievement, contingency, presence and identification, which I claim to be defining the imaginative range of our everyday thinking, talking and writing about competitive football today.
I conclude with some preliminary suggestions as to what might be considered the particularities of the memory of football compared to other sports, particularly so-called American sports such as baseball or basketball. Secondly, and less obviously, perhaps, the table also invites speculation about the future chances of all teams considering the number of remaining games, as, for instance, about the probable outcome of the championship, the race for the European Club Championships or the risk of relegation. This table, for example, tells us that there is a large point margin between position one and two, making Bayern Munich the prohibitive favourite to win the title.
In both regards, reduction of the past and projection of the future, a league Let's start with a brief formal analysis of a football game. Basically, a football game can be defined as a contest, and a contest can be defined as a comparison of local performances that leads to a distinction between winners and losers. For external observers, this form implies four possible types of experience: (1) First, the achievement dimension: We can direct our attention to the performance or achievement of the participants, asking, for instance, which team has won and which is the better team (which might not necessarily be the same thing). (2) Second, the contingency dimension: We can also direct our attention to the process leading to the distinction between winners and losers, asking: Which team is going to win? How might a specific incident -like a substitution or a red card -affect the further course of the game? (3) Third, the event or presence dimension: Our attention can be directed at the local event as such, at the beauty of the game, for example, or to the importance and relevance of the event (which will be considered as immeasurably high in the case of the world cup final, and quite low in the case of a local friendly between two lowly amateur teams). (4) Finally, the identification dimension: We can base our interest in the game on identification with one or some of the participants by identifying with one of the teams or with a particular player of one of the teams. The first potential, achievement, corresponds with an idiom of memory that I call the idiom of performance. When speaking in this idiom, contests are remembered as a source of criteria for the evaluation of performances. This idiom is at the very heart of modern sport, as in modern sports achievements are not only a matter of winning or losing in a particular contests but a matter of consistent performances over longer periods of time.
In line with what I said earlier about the characteristics of modern competitive sports, it is precisely the combination of those two dimensions that in my view best characterizes the idiom of achievement in modern football.
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Idioms of memory /1a Achievement: The idiom of performance
The idiom of victory and defeat
• Scores and results ("VFL Wolfsburg -Bayern München 0-2"; "55% possession of the ball"; "3 vs. 12 scoring chances") • Statistical explanations of success and failure (regarding single games), e.g.: "Team X won because it created more scoring chances, had a higher percentage of possession of the ball etc." • Narrative explanations of success and failure (regarding single games), e.g. "Team X won because it defended brilliantly, had a more creative offense, played with greater cohesion and urgency etc." • Narrative overruling of statistics: "Team X won, and deservedly so, because it converted its few chances with ruthless efficiency" (in German: "aufgrund der besseren Chancenverwertung verdient gewonnen")
Regarding contests, the idiom of achievement means a repertoire of schemes used for experiencing that and why a particular team won or lost a game: the idiom of victory and defeat. This idiom ranges from the documentation of results to more complex qualitative and statistical narratives of success and failure in single games, schemes that allow to come up with reasons for why some athlete or teams has won some particular contest. Examples …
• Scores and results ("VFL Wolfsburg -Bayern München 0-2"; "55% possession of the ball"; "3 vs. 12 scoring chances")
• Statistical explanations of success and failure (regarding single games), e.g.: "Team X won because it created more scoring chances, had a higher percentage of possession of the ball etc."
• Narrative explanations of success and failure (regarding single games), e.g. "Team X won because it defended brilliantly, had a more creative offense, played with greater cohesion and urgency etc."
• Narrative overruling of statistics: "Team X won, and deservedly so, because it converted its few chances with ruthless efficiency" (in German: "aufgrund der besseren Chancenverwertung verdient gewonnen")
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Idioms of memory /1b Achievement: The idiom of performance
The idiom of legends and long-term achievements
• I turn to the second idiom of memory, which I'd like to call the idiom of anticipation, which is probably the most underappreciated and underinvestigated of all. Again, we can distinguish two sub-idioms along the lines of single contest and long-term continual comparison. The first I call the idiom of suspense, the second, the idiom of constant speculation.
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Idioms of memory /2a Contingency: The idiom of anticipation
The idiom of suspense
• Result suspense, e.g. "0-0 in overtime and 2 minutes to go -what a nail-biter!" • Qualitative narratives of probability, e.g. "Considering the dominate play of team X, their first goal is in the air" • Quantitative narratives of probability, e.g. "73 % possession of the ball -it is only a matter of time until they score the first goal" • Narratives of short-term miracles, e.g. "0-2 and 2 minutes to go -the game seems to be lost, but it is not impossible!"
The idiom of suspense directs our attention to the process leading to the distinction between winners and losers. It starts with questions such as: Which team will win? How might an incidenta goal, a substitution, a red card -affect the course of the game? This idiom is mainly used in live coverage to make sense of on-going events and to instil the experience of the game with suspense. Typical versions of this idiom seem to be:
• Result suspense, e.g. "0-0 in overtime and 2 minutes to gowhat a nail-biter!" • Qualitative narratives of probability, e.g. "considering the way team X plays at the moment, their first goal is in the air"; " • Quantitative narratives of probability, e.g. "73 % possession of the ball -it seems only a matter of time until they score the first goal" • Narratives of short-term miracles, e.g. "0-2 and 2 minutes to go -the game seems to be lost, but it is not impossible!" Folie 14
Idioms of memory /2b Contingency: The idiom of anticipation
The idiom of constant speculation
• Narrative forms of speculation, e.g. "how will the on-going conflicts between coach X and player Y affect the next game?"; "after all the ups and downs during the season -will they finally get over the hump?" • Statistical forms of speculation, e.g. "only five teams have held the class with such a point deficit with X matches to go -will club Y be the next?" • Record races, e.g. Lionel Messi 2012 approaching (and finally reaching) the goal record by Gerd Müller from the 1970s • Mixing suspense and long-term statistical speculation , e.g. "only x teams in y years have come back from a 0-4 deficit -will Sweden pull it off?" • Vocabulary of boredom … I now come to the second (and most unappreciated) variant of the idiom of anticipation, the idiom of constant speculation. This idiom connects the evaluation of multiple past games with the projection of multiple possible outcomes of future games:
• Narrative forms of speculation, e.g. "how will the on-going conflicts between coach X and player Y affect the next game?"; "after all the ups and downs during the season -will they finally get over the hump?" I showed you earlier in the presentation: "Bayern Munich is the pest of this season. The championship is all but decided with 13 match days to go. The Bundesliga faces the most boring second half of the season ever."
Quotes like this one serve as a reminder of the entertainment value of suspense and constant speculation that is seriously undermined when the outcome of a game or a long-term competition is clear. And considering the way we experience sports today, it seems that this loss on the level of contingency and anticipation can only partially be compensated by the admiration for achievement. We are just as much addicted to our constant speculation about sports as we appreciate the greatness of performances.
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Idioms of memory /2c Contingency: The idiom of anticipation
• Narratives of improbable events in the face of boredom: "That's the great thing about sports, when you hope for something improbable to happen, and 499 times out 500, it never happens ... and then there's the 500th time, and for God's sake, it's happening." (Bill Simmons) However, even in the face of prohibitive favourites and potential boredom, there seems to be a vocabulary able to give a modern sport fan some consolation, which is nicely captured in this quote by a popular American sports columnist, Bill Simmons:"That's the great thing about sports, when you hope for something improbable to happen, and 499 times out 500, it never happens ... and then there's the 500th time, and for God's sake, it's happening." (Bill Simmons, 'The sports guy', ESPN)
Idioms of memory /3 Presence: The idiom of events
Presence of contests (as single events)
The idiom of beauty and atmosphere 6 Meaning of contests (compared to other contests) The idiom of great events I have spoken at length about the idiom of performance and the idiom of anticipation, because I consider them to be particularly characteristic of the memory of modern football. Due to time restrictions, I will have to keep my remarks on the other two idioms, the idiom of events and the idiom of partisanship, rather brief.
The idiom of events is a means of finding attraction in the presence of the contest as a passing local event, which has to be watched and felt, and which has to be experienced in the here and now.
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Idioms of memory /3a Presence: The idiom of events
The idiom of beauty and atmosphere -Aesthetic narratives, e.g. "the game had a great flow from start to finish" -Narratives of singularity, e.g. "an unforgettable night of football", "it was a game unlike any other we ever witnesses before" -Narratives of atmosphere, e.g. "the fans in the stands created an overwhelming atmosphere"; La ola; "Ghost game" ("Nothing in the world is more empty than an empty stadium"; Eduardo Galeano)
Regarding single contests, we can speak of a 'great game' in regard to a certain flow and beauty of the contest beyond the more technical idiom of successful performance or open outcomes. In this language, sport is close to art, and the rhetoric used a largely aesthetic one. Similarly, we can draw on rhetoric to emphasize the singularity of an event or the atmosphere of a game as created by the genius loci and the fans. There seem to be three typical forms:
Aesthetic narratives, e.g. "the game had a great flow from start to finish" -Narratives of singularity, e.g. "an unforgettable night of football", "it was a game unlike any other we ever witnesses before" -Narratives of atmosphere, e.g. "the fans in the stands created an overwhelming atmosphere"; La ola; "Ghost game" ("Nothing in the world is more empty than an empty stadium"; Eduardo Galeano) 
